
East Meets West

Part One



Matthew 8:11

I say to you that many will come from the east 
and the west, and will take their places at the 
feast with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in the 
kingdom of heaven.



Redeemer Vision Statement (adopted 2011)

In a world where differences divide churches, 
neighborhoods and nations, we long to be a truly 
reconciled community. The gospel of 
reconciliation will be made visible as God joins 
us together into one community in Christ, even 
across historic and present dividing lines of 
hostility.



Loaded Words

● Multiculturalism
● Diversity
● Racism
● People of color
● White evangelicals



A Truly Reconciled Fellowship

● Asian American-led Multi-ethnic Church
● Majority Asian American Culture
● Gospel vision to be multi-ethnic, truly 

reconciled fellowship
● “We want to be a multi-ethnic church, not an 

Asian American church” (Redeemer 2006)



Goals for Four Wednesdays

● Explore differences in Eastern and Western 
cultural values

● Name “discomfort” as cultural
● Surface cultural “blind spots”
● Deepen gospel friendship within our 

community across the East/West divide.





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jTi1YOGgafc


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jmkXNqoGvVU




Crossings
A Dialog Between African American 
and Asian American Worship Leaders



Leadership Styles

The most significant differences between 
African American, Asian, Latino, and Caucasian 
worship were not song selections or musical 
styles. The most significant differences had to 
do with leadership styles.



Latino “relational”

The Latino leaders were more relational, sharing 
a particular sensibility about up-front teamwork, 
interaction, and celebration. Working together, 
singing to one another, and sharing leadership 
roles, they brought a palpable sense of la familia 
and fiesta. 



African American “exhortational”

African American leaders were confidently 
directive, eyes wide open, working the crowd. 
“Say, ‘Amen!’” “Touch your neighbor!” “Can I get 
a witness?”



Asian American “invitational”

The Asian American leaders focused not so 
much on leadership as being the lead 
worshippers–an invitational approach. A typical 
posture might be eyes closed, indirectly inviting 
others into the worship moment.  



Caucasian “explanational”

The Caucasian leaders tended to be 
explanational, emphasizing reason and 
understanding. They would explain song 
choices and highlight particular lyrics and 
meanings and why they were appropriate for the 
occasion.  



Seeing and Experiencing Leadership Styles

We are going to go back to each leadership type 
and imagine ourselves in worship. Can you see 
the leadership style?

What is it like for you to be led in that style? 
What do you appreciate about this leadership 
style? Could you follow it every week?



Crossings
A Dialog Between African American 
and Asian American Worship Leaders



Invitational Response
An Asian American Group Process
that the African Americans were asked 
to follow.



Invitational Response

The leader begins the conversation and then directly 
invites one other person in the group to share. That 
person can pass or share, and then takes the lead in 
inviting the next person to share. As invited people 
share, others must simply listen without interrupting. If 
all goes well, everyone eventually gets invited and has a 
chance to share, even those who are more reserved, 
introverted, or hesitant, whether by culture or 
personality.

What do you think? Would this process work for you?



“Talk Takes Work”



Black and Asian Worship Banner: Kente cloth and Chinese brocade



Taken from Invitation to Lead by Paul Tokunaga. 
Copyright (c) 2003 by Paul Tokunaga. Used by 
permission of InterVarsity Press, P.O. Box 1400, 
Downers Grove, IL 60515, USA. www.ivpress.com


